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Abstract
We are using ML to build a compiler that does low-level optimization. To support
optimizations in classic imperative style, we built a control-flow graph using mutable
pointers and other mutable state in the nodes. This decision proved unfortunate:
the mutable flow graph was big and complex, and it led to many bugs. We have
replaced it by a smaller, simpler, applicative flow graph based on Huet’s (1997)
zipper. The new flow graph is a success; this paper presents its design and shows
how it leads to a gratifyingly simple implementation of the dataflow framework
developed by Lerner, Grove, and Chambers (2002).

1

Introduction

We like to say that compilers are the “killer app” for ML. And for the many
parts of compilers that use trees—from abstract syntax to typed lambda
calculi—ML shines. But when it comes to classic compiler algorithms over
flow graphs, it’s not so obvious how to use ML effectively. This paper describes
our experience with a low-level control-flow graph for use in code generation,
register allocation, peephole optimization, and general dataflow analysis.
Because these algorithms are classically viewed as imperative algorithms
that incrementally construct and mutate a flow graph, we started with a mutable, imperative control-flow graph: nodes linked by mutable pointers. This
flow graph was buggy and difficult to use, so we eventually replaced it with an
applicative data structure. Not only did the applicative flow graph simplify
our code, but it did so without forcing us to give up the classic, imperative
model of compilation by incremental mutation. We’re very happy, and we
believe such a flow graph would be a good starting point for anyone writing a
low-level optimizer in ML.
In this paper, we explain the goals and design choices that led to our
flow graph. We present the flow graph itself in enough detail that another
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compiler writer could duplicate it. Finally, to show the flow graph in action,
we present our implementation of the optimization-combining framework of
Lerner, Grove, and Chambers (2002). This framework exploits the best of
both the imperative and applicative paradigms.

2

Background: problem and solution

This section explains why we use a control-flow graph, what decisions set us
on the wrong path, how the path was wrong, and how we learned better from
other people’s compilers. Our new, good flow graph is described in Section 3.
2.1 Basic assumptions
We are compiling the low-level language C-- (Peyton Jones, Ramsey, and
Reig 1999; Ramsey and Peyton Jones 2000). We use the compilation model
developed by Benitez and Davidson (1988, 1994): the program is broken up
into very small units of computation, each of which is represented as a register transfer list or RTL. Early in compilation, we establish the machine
invariant, which says that each RTL in the program can be represented as a
single instruction on the target machine. This model significantly simplifies
the implementation of machine-dependent optimizations, and it makes it easier to reason about the correctness of many optimizations. The model is also
a good fit for our research in generating compilers automatically from machine descriptions (Ramsey and Davidson 1998). Finally, the model enables a
compiler-debugging strategy developed by Whalley (1994): to find an error in
the optimizer, do binary search through a sequence of transformations, each
of which maintains the machine invariant.
Our starting point was that we needed a low-level intermediate language
in which each RTL would be treated as an atomic unit. We wanted to keep
data structures simple and to make it easy to adapt algorithms from the
literature, and because C-- supports computed goto and irreducible control
flow, there was no obvious tree-structured language. The textbook solution to
this problem is to use a control-flow graph, and the main question was what
kind of data structure should be used to represent it. Because we were using
Objective Caml, the natural answer seemed to be to use the freedom that ML
gives us to program with mutable ref cells.
2.2 The wrong control-flow graph
Our first data structure was much like gcc’s flow graph: nodes linked by
pointers, with mutable data in each node. Influenced by Knoop, Koschützki,
and Steffen (1998), we associated each node with a single instruction (RTL),
not with a basic block. But such an imperative flow graph turned out to be
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hard to get right. Without going into too much detail about the wrong way
to do things, here are some statistics:
•

Our imperative control-flow graph went through five major versions. None
of the first four versions was fully functional: as we extended the compiler,
we kept having to change the flow graph. Only the fifth version enabled us
to compile all of C--.

•

The imperative control-flow graph has been the most frequently changed
module in our Quick C-- compiler: it has been through 198 CVS revisions. Among comparable modules, the next most frequently changed is
the machine-independent part of the code generator, which although also
hard to get right, has been through only 107 revisions.

As best we can tell, the problems with the imperative flow graph arose because
of complexity, especially complex pointer invariants.
To illustrate the complexity, here are some excerpts from the code. The
node type is defined as a sum type:
type node
= Boot
| Ill of (node, cfg) ill
| Joi of (node, cfg) joi
| Ins of node
ins
...

A Boot node is used only to bootstrap a newly created flow graph; no client
should ever see a Boot node. An Ill (illegal) node is used as a dangling
pointer while a flow graph is being mutated. A Joi (join) node represents a
join point or label. An Ins (instruction) node represents a single instruction
or RTL. Each of the type constructors ill, joi, and ins defines a record that
carries information about a node. The type parameters are used to express
mutual recursion between the definitions of the record types, the node type,
and the cfg type.
Even our simple nodes have relatively complex representations. Here, for
example, is the record type for an instruction node:
type ’n ins
{
mutable
mutable
mutable

=
ins_num
ins_i
ins_pred
ins_succ
ins_nx

:
:
:
:
:

int;
Rtl.rtl;
’n;
’n;
X.nx;

(*
(*
(*
(*
(*

unique id *)
instruction *)
predecessor *)
successor *)
dataflow information *)

}

The mutable keyword makes a field mutable; having a single record containing
several mutable fields requires fewer dynamically allocated objects than having
an immutable record containing several values of ref type. The ins nx field is
a “node extension;” it carries information for use in solving dataflow problems.
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Using mutable records in sum types has a hidden cost, which is illustrated
by the ins num field. This field is used to tell when two nodes are equal.
Although Objective Caml provides two notions of equality—object identity,
written ==, and structural equality, written =—neither is suitable for this
type. Because of cycles, structural equality cannot safely be used on nodes.
But because node is a sum type, object identity cannot be used on nodes
either: Objective Caml guarantees the semantics of object identity only when
applied to integers, characters, or mutable structures. For a time we tested
for equality using an unholy mix of object identity and structural equality,
but eventually we gave up and added the ins num field.
The instruction node is comparatively simple; as an example of a more
complex node, here is a join point:
type (’n, ’c) joi =
{
joi_num
joi_local
mutable joi_labels
mutable joi_cfg
mutable joi_preds
mutable joi_succ
mutable joi_lpred
joi_jx
mutable joi_spans
}

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

int;
bool;
label list;
’c;
’n list;
’n;
’n;
X.jx;
Spans.t option;

(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*

unique id *)
compiler-generated? *)
assembly labels *)
our control-flow graph *)
predecessors [plural] *)
successor *)
unique ’layout’ predecessor *)
join extension *)
info for run-time system *)

The joi cfg field illustrates another difficult design decision. Most of the
graph mutator and constructor functions require both a cfg and a node as
arguments, but we wanted to avoid passing both cfg and node everywhere.
We therefore decided that it should be possible to get from a node to the cfg
of which that node is a member. Rather than store the cfg in every node,
however, we decided to store the cfg only in join points; to get from a node
to its cfg, one first follows predecessor links to a join point.
Besides illustrating the complexity of the code, these examples may help
suggest our difficulties with pointers. Because each node in the flow graph is
linked to its predecessors and successors, there are many dynamic invariants
that should be maintained in the representation. For example, if a node n is
the successor of more than one other node, n should be a join node. There
are two reasons it was hard to maintain invariants like this one:
•

For a client, the static type of a node said nothing about the number of
control-flow edges that were expected to flow into or out of that node.
Client code therefore had to be prepared to handle the general case of
multiple inedges and multiple outedges, which is harder to get right than
the common case of one inedge and one outedge.

•

A change in the flow graph often required a sequence of pointer mutations,
in the middle of which an invariant might be violated temporarily. This
non-atomicity of changes made it hard to centralize responsibility for main104
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taining pointer invariants. At first we made client code responsible, but this
decision made bugs impossible to localize. Later we made the implementation responsible, which was better, but because maintaining an invariant
might require allocating new nodes and redirecting pointers, a client could
corrupt the graph by inadvertently retaining an obsolete pointer. Clients
also had to “help” the implementation perform well; for example, when
splicing a new node into the graph, a client would have to redirect existing
edges into “illegal” nodes, in exactly the right order, to stop the implementation from maintaining its invariants by introducing spurious join nodes.
The ugliness of the code and our difficulties with pointers sent us for help.
2.3 What we learned from other people’s compilers
Our search for improvement was informed by two other optimizing compilers
written in functional languages.
•

The glorious Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC) uses two internal languages,
both immutable: a high-level intermediate language descended from the
spineless, tagless G-machine (Peyton Jones 1992); and a low-level language
closely resembling a subset of C--. In the low-level language, each basic
block has a unique identifier, and the implementation makes heavy use of a
polymorphic unique finite map, which uses unique identifiers as keys.

•

The MLton Standard ML compiler uses a basic-block control-flow graph
in SSA form (Cejtin et al. 2004). Each basic block contains an immutable
vector of low-level “instructions.” Mutable data is stored in property lists;
a property list is attached to each assignment and to each basic block.

Studying these two compilers, together with Appel’s (1998) Tiger compiler
and our own Quick C-- compiler, gave us a sense of the design space:
•

We liked having a single instruction per node, as in Quick C--.

•

We liked the ability to move forward and backward equally easily, as in
MLton, Quick C--, and Tiger.

•

We liked having no mutable pointers and therefore no pointer invariants, as
in GHC, MLton, and Tiger.

•

We disliked Quick C--’s tangle of complex node types and record types.

•

We liked MLton’s technique of keeping dataflow information in property
lists, not nodes.

•

We disliked having no mutable data at all, as in GHC, because it makes
iterative dataflow computations awkward, especially when dataflow information is shared among multiple compiler passes.

•

We disliked MLton’s vectors because they cannot be changed incrementally. We translate directly from abstract syntax to control-flow graph, and
the obvious translation is incremental, by a tree walk. Other parts of the
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compiler modify the control-flow graph incrementally; for example, the register allocator inserts spill code as needed. Finally, incremental changes are
essential to support Whalley’s (1994) debugging technique.
With these points in mind, we set out to design an applicative control-flow
graph with one instruction at each node. Our design was constrained by the
following factors:
•

As noted above, we must deal with irreducible control flow, so we expect to
represent the control-flow graph as a true graph, not as a tree.

•

Since a control-flow graph has cycles, we must introduce a level of indirection. Although every cycle must be broken by an indirection, we would like
to be able to traverse most edges without using indirection. A nice idea is to
represent a forward edge directly and a back edge indirectly. Unfortunately,
direct and indirect edges have different types, and it is not always easy to
distinguish forward and back edges statically; for example, the edge from a
branch to its target might be forward or back depending on the details of
the graph. Our final representation, then, represents an edge directly if it
can be statically guaranteed to be forward; an edge that might possibly be
a back edge is represented indirectly.

•

To represent an edge indirectly, there are two obvious techniques: store the
edge’s target in a mutable ref cell, or give the target a key that can be looked
up in a finite map or an array. Having suffered through a painful excess of
mutable cells, we decided to try finite maps. We introduced a type uid to
act as a key in such maps, which are defined in the module Unique.Map.

The cumulative effect of these decisions was to reinvent the basic block:
•

A node that could be the target of a back edge carries a key of type uid
which identifies it uniquely.

•

A node that is reached only by its immediate predecessor and reaches only
its immediate successor has its control flow represented directly.

•

A node that could be the source of a back edge requires indirection to
identify its target; in other words, each of the node’s successors is identified
by its uid.

We call such nodes first, middle, and last nodes, respectively.
With these decisions made, we arrive at the main problem: how shall we
link together the nodes of the flow graph? In our original flow graph, nodes
were linked by mutable pointer fields stored in the nodes themselves. This
representation enables incremental construction and mutation, but it is hell
to maintain correctly. In GHC, a block’s nodes are linked as a list. In MLton,
a block’s nodes are locked together in a vector. These representations are easy
to get right, but only the list supports incremental construction, and neither
representation supports incremental update. The representation that gives us
the best of all worlds is Huet’s (1997) zipper.
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2.4 Summary of the zipper
A zipper can be made from any list-like or tree-like data structure. To understand the idea, consider a binary tree. In normal binary-tree codes, we
walk down the tree and use the call stack (or current continuation) to keep
track of the path by which we got there (and may eventually navigate back
up). Huet’s wonderful idea is to represent that path as a heap-allocated data
structure: the zipper. The zipper focuses on a particular node in the tree, and
from the focus one can follow pointers in any direction: up, down to the left,
or down to the right. The flavor is similar to that of the Deutsch-Schorr-Waite
pointer-reversal algorithm (Knuth 1981, p417), except that pointer reversal is
done applicatively, not imperatively. Using the zipper allows tree traversal to
be suspended and resumed after an arbitrary delay. Movement in any direction takes constant time and requires the allocation of two new heap objects.
Most importantly, to quote Huet,
Efficient destructive algorithms may be programmed with these completely
applicative primitives.

3

The Zgraph

This section presents our new control-flow graph. From the interface, we show
the basic abstractions, how to create a graph, how a graph is represented, and
how to splice graphs together. We summarize the rest of the interface and
present a few properties of the implementation.
3.1 Basic structure
A control-flow graph is a collection of nodes. A graph has a single entry and
at most one default exit. A graph has a default exit, which we abbreviate
just “exit”, only if control can “fall off the end.” For example, a block-copy
instruction in the source code may be expanded into a small graph with an
entry, a loop, and an exit. A graph has no exit if control leaves the graph only
by an explicit procedure return or tail call; for example, the graph for a whole
procedure has no exit.
Nodes in a graph are organized into basic blocks. A block begins with a
first node, which is either the entry node or a label; it continues with zero or
more middle nodes, which are ordinary instructions; and it ends in a last node,
which is either the exit node or a control-transfer instruction. Each block is
associated with a unique identifier, which, together with an assembly-language
label, is attached to the first node. A control-transfer instruction identifies its
target node by unique identifier.
type uid
type label = uid * string

(* (unique id, assembly-code name) *)
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A zipper graph, or zgraph for short, is a graph with the focus on one
particular edge. 1 We achieve the effect of mutation by using a zgraph to
create a new graph that differs from the original only at the focus.
Given a graph, we can focus in various places, and we can lose focus.
type graph
type zgraph
val
val
val
val

entry
exit
focus
unfocus

:
:
:
:

graph -> zgraph
(*
graph -> zgraph
(*
uid -> graph -> zgraph (*
zgraph -> graph
(*

focus on edge out of entry *)
focus on edge into default exit *)
focus on edge out of node with uid *)
lose focus *)

3.2 Creating a graph
To create a graph, we start with the “empty” graph, which actually has two
nodes: entry and exit.
val empty : graph

(* entry and exit *)

We then focus on the single edge and repeatedly insert new nodes. A function
that inserts nodes takes a zgraph and returns a zgraph, so we define the type
nodes as a function from zgraph to zgraph. The name nodes suggests a list,
and the suggestion is a deliberate pun on the list representation developed by
Hughes (1986).
Here is a selection of node constructors:
type nodes = zgraph -> zgraph (* sequence of nodes *)
type machine
(* target-machine info (see below) *)
val
val
val
val
val

label
instruction
branch
cbranch
call

val return

:
:
:
:
:

machine -> label -> nodes
Rtl.rtl -> nodes
machine -> label -> nodes
machine -> Rtl.exp -> ifso:label -> ifnot:label -> nodes
machine -> Rtl.exp -> altrets:contedge list ->
unwinds_to:contedge list -> cuts_to:contedge list ->
aborts:bool -> uses:regs -> defs:regs -> kills:regs ->
reads:string list option -> writes:string list option ->
spans:Spans.t option -> succ_assn:Rtl.rtl -> nodes
: Rtl.rtl -> uses:regs -> nodes

The control-flow operations require an argument of type machine. This argument makes it possible to put correct, machine-dependent RTLs in controltransfer nodes; it encapsulates such information as which register is the program counter and what RTL is used to represent a call instruction.
1

The natural analog of Huet’s data structures suggests placing the focus on a node, not an
edge. We did so at first, but focusing on an edge simplifies the implementation while making
almost no difference to clients. Perhaps more importantly, the “edge focus” suggested a
number of convenience functions that in turn simplified clients.
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Each constructor takes a zgraph, inserts one or more nodes at the focus,
and leaves the focus just before the newly inserted nodes. Most constructors
are simple. The big exception is the call constructor; a call node carries
a wealth of information about which nodes the call can return to (e.g., for
ordinary or exceptional return), how data flows into and out of the called
procedure, and more. The return constructor also contains a little dataflow
information; it remembers which registers are live at the return.
These constructors make translation straightforward. A simple sourcelanguage construct can often be translated into a single flow-graph node:
let
|
|
|

stmt s = fun zgraph -> match s with
S.Label n
-> G.label machine (uid_of n, n) zgraph
S.Assign rtl
-> G.instruction rtl zgraph
S.Goto (S.Const (S.Symbol sym)) ->
let lbl = sym#original_text in
G.branch machine (uid_of lbl, lbl) zgraph
...

A more complex source construct may be translated into a sequence of nodes.
For example, here is a simplified version of the translation of a source-language
return. We receive a calling convention cc and a list of actual results.
The actuals function computes where the calling convention says the results
should be returned. We then adjust the stack pointer to be large enough to
hold both the current frame and the results, “shuffle” the values of the actual
results into their conventional locations, restore nonvolatile registers, put the
stack pointer in its pre-return location, and generate the return instruction.
let ( **> ) f x = f x
let return cc results = fun zgraph ->
let out = actuals cc.C.results.C.out results in
G.instruction out.C.pre_sp
**>
G.instruction out.C.shuffle **>
G.instruction restore_nvregs **>
G.instruction out.C.post_sp **>
G.return cc.C.return ~uses:(RS.union out.C.regs nvregs) **>
zgraph

The right-associative **> operator makes it easier to write (and read!) the
repeated application of functions of type zgraph -> zgraph. The uses argument to G.return records that both the result registers and the nonvolatile
registers are live at the time of the return.
The graph interface exports many more functions, but to explain them, it
makes sense first to present the representation.
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3.3 Revealing the representation
The representation defines first, middle, and last nodes.
type first
and local

= Entry
| Label of label * local * Spans.t option ref
= Local of bool
(* compiler-generated label? *)

type middle = Instruction of Rtl.rtl
type last

=
|
|
|
|

Exit
Branch
Cbranch
Call
Return

of
of
of
of

Rtl.rtl * label
Rtl.rtl * label * label (* true, false *)
call
Rtl.rtl * regs

This representation simplifies our earlier representation in several ways:
•

There are no “boot” or “illegal” nodes.

•

Nodes do not contain links to predecessors and successors.

•

The static type of a node indicates whether the node may have multiple
predecessors or multiple successors.

•

Nodes do not contain mutable “extensions” for dataflow information.

•

Node identity is no longer important, so we need not put a unique integer
in every node.

•

Because there is no mutable flow graph, we need no fields linking a node to
its graph.

With these changes, almost every node is simple enough that its fields can be
arguments of its constructor, rather than fields of a separately declared record
type. Finally, complexity is concentrated in the right place: in the last type,
which defines C--’s many control-flow constructs. Client code that operates
on first and middle nodes is simple.
The zipper focuses on an edge between nodes in the same block. Preceding
the edge is a head, which contains a first node followed by zero or more
middle nodes. Following the edge is a tail, which contains zero or more middle
nodes followed by a last node.
type zblock = head * tail
and head
= First of first | Head of head * middle
and tail
= Last of last | Tail of middle * tail

We cannot focus on an edge between blocks, but interestingly, we have never
wanted to.
When the focus is not in a block, we represent the block starting at the
first node and looking forward.
type block = first * tail

Some alternatives to this representation are discussed in Section 6.2 below.
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Finally, a graph is a finite map from unique identifiers to blocks, and a
zgraph is a graph with a distinguished zblock:
type graph =
block Unique.Map.t
type zgraph = zblock * block Unique.Map.t

To show these data structures in action, here are implementations of two
functions from Section 3.2. The focus in a zblock (h, t) lies between the
head h and the tail t, and the instruction function inserts an instruction
before the tail. The blocks not in focus remain unchanged.
let instruction rtl =
fun ((h, t), blocks) -> ((h, Tail (Instruction rtl, t)), blocks)

To insert a label, we split the currently focused zblock in two. The tail, which
loses the focus, gets the label and is inserted into blocks; the head, which
keeps the focus, is followed by an unconditional branch to the label.
let label machine label =
fun ((h, t), blocks) ->
((h, Last (Branch (machine.goto label, label))),
Blocks.insert (Label (label, false, ref None), t) blocks)

As a final example, here is the code that discards the focus from a graph.
The zip function walks up the zblock until it reaches the beginning, producing a block; the unfocus function zips the focused zblock and combines it
with the other blocks.
let zip (h, t) =
let rec ht_to_first h t = match h with
| First f
-> f, t
| Head (h, m) -> ht_to_first h (Tail (m, t)) in
ht_to_first h t
let unfocus (zb, blocks) = Blocks.insert (zip zb) blocks

Our interface exposes not only unfocus but also zip, as well as several other
functions that convert blocks between different forms:
val
val
val
val

zip
unzip
goto_start
goto_end

:
:
:
:

zblock
block
zblock
zblock

->
->
->
->

block
zblock
first * tail
head * last

3.4 Splicing
One of the attractions of mutable pointers is that it seems easy to splice graphs
together. In practice, getting splicing right was not as easy as we expected.
Using the zipper control-flow graph, we found that a relatively small, simple
set of splicing functions made the rest of the compiler easy. The insight that
led us to these functions was that when we are focused on an edge, it is best
to consider the preceding head and succeeding tail separately.
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Fig. 1. Splicing

The most basic splicing operation is to splice a single-entry, single-exit
graph onto a head or a tail. For example, when we apply splice head h g,
the entry node of g is joined to h, and the nodes leading up to g’s exit become
a new head h’, which can be used for further splicing. One case is depicted
graphically in Figure 1; g’s entry node is followed by a tail tg , and g’s exit
node is preceded by a head hg . When the splicing is done, h is joined with
tg to form a new block, which becomes part of the new graph g’. 2 Splicing
onto a tail is the dual operation.
val splice_head : head -> graph -> graph * head
val splice_tail : graph -> tail -> tail * graph

To make these functions mnemonic, both arguments and results are written
in the order in which control flows. For example, in splicing onto a head,
h precedes g but g’ precedes h’.
If given a graph with no exit, splice head and splice tail halt the
compiler with an assertion failure. But sometimes we need to splice a graph
that ends not in an exit, but in a control-flow instruction such as tail call or
return. To splice such a single-entry, no-exit graph onto a head, we provide
another low-level splicing operation.
val splice_head_only : head -> graph -> graph

This function can be used even when the graph has an exit, so it is more
accurate to say that it is used to splice “the rest of the computation” onto a
head: we don’t care whether the rest of the computation ends with an exit or a
control-flow instruction. The key design decision is to use the more restricted
splice head when we splice together a sequence of graphs and we need each
splicing operation to produce a head for the next one.
2

If g consists of but a single block, the results look a bit different: g’ is empty and h’
consists of h followed by the middle nodes of g.
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The last low-level splicing operation is to find the entry node of a graph
and remove it, leaving a tail leading into the rest of the graph:
val remove_entry : graph -> tail * graph

Finally, we have two higher-level splicing operations: each splices a singleentry, single-exit subgraph into the edge at the current focus. The new focus
can be at either the entry edge or the exit edge of the spliced-in graph.
val splice_focus_entry : zgraph -> graph -> zgraph
val splice_focus_exit : zgraph -> graph -> zgraph

The implementation of the splicing functions is straightforward. The lowlevel functions, which total 30 lines of code, share a case analysis, which
is a 12-line function written in continuation-passing style. The high-level
splice focus * functions use the low-level functions and are 3 lines each.
3.5 Other graph functions
Our flow-graph interface includes a variety of functions for observing graphs:
fold or iterate over blocks, fold forward over nodes in a block, iterate or map
over nodes in a graph, compute successors, and fold or iterate over successors.
A more interesting function is graph traversal: postorder dfs returns a list
of blocks reachable from the entry node. The postorder depth-first search
returns a list in roughly first-to-last order; visiting blocks in this order helps
a forward dataflow analysis converge quickly. Visiting blocks in the reverse of
this order helps a backward analysis converge quickly.
Our interface also includes some specialized functions for observing interprocedural data flow. For example, edges leaving a call node show what
registers are killed or defined by the call. As another example, the edge into
a return node shows what registers are used by the caller to which control
is returned. Our interface includes functions that enable a client to collect
defs and kills from an outedge or uses from an inedge. The interface uses
continuation-passing style, and it is carefully crafted to be efficient in the
common case where an edge carries no dataflow information.
A final function worth mentioning provides for wholesale rewriting of a
graph. Every nontrivial node is replaced with a new subgraph:
val expand : (middle -> graph) -> (last -> graph) -> graph -> graph

The expand function is used only for code generation, in which each node is
replaced with a subgraph that respects the machine invariant.
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3.6 Implementation
The implementation of the zipper control-flow graph is about 435 lines of ML.
These lines break down approximately as follows:
50 lines
100 lines
70 lines
90
35
30
60

lines
lines
lines
lines

Type definitions
Abbreviations, utility functions, movement up and down the zipper, and graph functions for focusing and unfocusing
Constructor functions, including 12 lines for building subgraphs
representing if-then-else and while-do control flow
Graph traversal, iterate, fold, and map functions
Observing defs, uses, and kills
Manipulating information for the run-time system
Splicing (49 lines) and expansion (11 lines)

The only intellectually challenging part is graph splicing, which is discussed
above. The rest of the code is straightforward. By contrast, the implementation of our old, imperative flow graph was 1200 lines of ML.

4

Case study: Composing dataflow operations

A key goal of our design is to make classic compiler analyses and transformations easy to implement. Because many of the classic algorithms are easily
expressed as dataflow problems, we have implemented the dataflow-solving
framework described by Lerner, Grove, and Chambers (2002), which composes analyses and transformations. This framework is the most interesting
client of our control-flow graph, and its implementation is highlighted here.
The idea behind the framework is that a dataflow pass may optimistically
propose a transformation; if the transformation turns out to be unjustified, it
is abandoned. For example, a pass may propose to eliminate an assignment
to a variable that is apparently dead—even before the computation of live
variables has reached a fixed point. If the variable is still dead after the fixed
point is reached, the assignment is eliminated. But if as we approach the
fixed point, we determine the variable is live, the assignment is automatically
retained. An applicative control-flow graph makes this algorithm very easy
to implement: we optimistically build a new flow graph, and if our optimism
turns out to be unjustified, we still have the old one. New and old graphs can
share arbitrarily many nodes without worrying about mutation.
4.1 Dataflow facts
In dataflow analysis each edge in the control-flow graph is associated with a
dataflow fact of type ’a; for example, liveness analysis might compute the
set of variables live on each edge. Each node in the graph defines a set of
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equations relating facts on the node’s edges. The dataflow engine computes
facts that simultaneously satisfy all the equations.
To enable iterative solution of the equations, values of type ’a must form a
lattice. For simplicity, we speak as if the dataflow engine starts at the bottom
and climbs to a least solution, but in practice, it can compute either a least
solution or a greatest solution.
A key design decision is where to keep the values of the dataflow facts. In
our old flow graph, we stored such facts in mutable “node extension” or “join
extension” fields in individual nodes. In the zipper graph, we use MLton’s
model: each such fact is stored in mutable state associated with the unique
identifier of some first node. Facts on edges not leaving a first node are
reconstructed as needed. The means by which mutable state is associated with
a unique identifier is a private matter for the Unique module. In our current
implementation, each unique identifier includes a mutable property list, but
it would be easy to change to external hash tables or search trees.
To associate a dataflow fact with lattice operations and with mutable state,
we bundle the relevant values into a record:
type ’a fact = {
init_info : ’a;
(*
add_info : ’a -> ’a -> ’a;
(*
changed
: old:’a -> new’:’a -> bool; (*
prop
: ’a Unique.Prop.t;
(*
}

lattice bottom element *)
lattice join *)
is new one bigger? *)
access to mutable state by uid *)

4.2 Dataflow passes
Because they have a slightly simpler structure, this paper presents only backward analyses. An analysis of type ’a computes facts of type ’a.
type ’a analysis = ’a fact * ’a analysis_functions
and ’a analysis_functions =
{ first_in : ’a -> G.first -> ’a;
middle_in : ’a -> G.middle -> ’a;
last_in
: G.last -> ’a;
}

A backward analysis computes inedge facts from outedge facts. To compute
an inedge fact for a first or middle node, we pass in the node’s outedge fact
to first in or middle in. To compute a fact on the inedge of a last node, we
call last in, which gets each outedge fact from global mutable state, that is,
by calling Unique.Prop.get on the fact’s property and the unique identifier
of the edge’s target.
An analysis simply computes facts. A transformation is similar, except instead of returning a fact, it returns a value of type graph option, indicating
whether it proposes to rewrite the node. Finally, both analyses and transformations can be composed using simple higher-order functions. The result
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of the composition is a full-fledged dataflow pass, which either computes a
dataflow fact or proposes to rewrite the graph.
type ’a answer = Dataflow of ’a | Rewrite of G.graph
type ’a pass = ’a fact * ’a pass_functions
and ’a pass_functions =
{ first_in : ’a -> G.first -> ’a answer;
middle_in : ’a -> G.middle -> ’a answer;
last_in
: G.last -> ’a answer;
}

This interface is simpler than it would be with a mutable control-flow graph.
Given a mutable graph, we would have to decide if a pass should be allowed to
mutate, in which case the framework would have to save and restore mutable
state, or if a pass should not be allowed to mutate, in which case passes would
become more complicated. By using an immutable flow graph and functional
update, we avoid such decisions.
As an example of a backward dataflow pass, something that is easy to
build but still quite useful is the composition of liveness analysis with deadassignment elimination. The individual analysis and transformation take under 60 lines of code each; composing them requires the application of one
higher-order function, the implementation of which is 26 lines. A good fraction of this implementation is devoted to counting rewrites to help implement
Whalley’s (1994) bug-isolation technique.
4.3 Dataflow infrastructure
The implementation of the dataflow engine relies on some utility functions that
are not interesting enough to be shown here. The update function, of type
’a fact -> bool ref -> uid -> ’a -> unit, is used to update the dataflow
fact associated with a given unique identifier. The new fact is lattice-joined
with the old fact, and if the result is larger than the old fact, update replaces
the old fact and sets its bool ref argument to true.
The other important support function, run, takes the same ’a fact and
bool ref, initial facts, an analysis function of type block -> unit, and a list
of blocks. The run function initializes all stored facts, analyzes all blocks, and
iterates until a fixed point is reached.
4.4 Running backward analyses
To run a backward analysis, we compute in facts from out facts. The analysis
gives us last in, middle in, and first in, each of which computes an in
fact for one kind of node. We provide head in, which computes the in fact for
a first node followed by zero or more middle nodes. The computation starts
at the last node (found with G.goto end) and works backward.
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let run_anal (fact, anal) graph =
let changed = ref false in
let set_block_fact b =
let h, l = G.goto_end (G.unzip b) in
let block_in = (* ’in’ fact for the block *)
let rec head_in h out = match h with
| G.Head (h, m) -> head_in h (anal.middle_in out m)
| G.First f -> anal.first_in out f in
head_in h (anal.last_in l) in
update fact changed (G.id b) block_in in
let blocks = List.rev (G.postorder_dfs graph) in
run fact changed fact.init_info set_block_fact blocks

Once the in fact is computed, we don’t return it; instead, we call update
to merge the new in fact with the fact currently associated with the block’s
unique identifier. The run function iterates until no more facts have changed.
4.5 Running composed analyses and transformations
When we compose analyses and transformations, a transformation may replace
a node with a new subgraph, which has to be recursively solved, and so on.
To solve a subgraph, we need to get an “exit fact” to flow into the graph’s
exit node. Because an exit node is a last node, we can’t simply make the
exit fact a parameter to a last in function. Instead, we modify the last in
function to return the exit fact when applied to an exit node:
val pass_with_exit : ’a pass -> ’a -> ’a pass

The need for such a hack is a cost of representing control-flow edges indirectly.
Given pass with exit, we solve a graph simply by running a backward
analysis using the modified pass:
let rec solve_graph fact pass graph exit_fact =
without_changing_entry fact (fun () ->
general_backward fact (pass_with_exit pass exit_fact) graph)

The without changing entry function saves the old fact associated with the
entry node, runs its argument, extracts the new fact associated with the entry
node, restores the old fact, and returns the new fact.
The backward analysis has the same structure as before—we iterate the
set block fact function over a list of blocks—but now computing a dataflow
fact may require solving a new subgraph:
and general_backward fact pass graph =
let changed = ref false in
let set_block_fact b =
let block_in =
let rec head_in h out = match h with
| G.Head (h, m) ->
let a = match pass.middle_in out m with
| Dataflow a -> a
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| Rewrite g -> solve_graph fact pass g out in
head_in h a
| G.First f ->
match pass.first_in out f with
| Dataflow a -> a
| Rewrite g -> solve_graph fact pass g out in
let h, l = G.goto_end (G.unzip b) in
let a = match pass.last_in l with
| Dataflow a -> a
| Rewrite g -> solve_graph fact pass g fact.init_info in
head_in h a in
update fact changed (G.id b) block_in in
let blocks = List.rev (G.postorder_dfs graph) in
run fact changed fact.init_info set_block_fact blocks

This function never mutates a flow graph—rather, it computes the solution
to the dataflow equations as if the flow graph had been mutated.
To actually rewrite the graph, we require two steps: the first step calls the
solve graph function defined above, which iterates to a solution; the second
step uses that solution to rewrite the graph.
let rec solve_and_rewrite fact pass graph exit_fact =
let a = solve_graph fact pass graph exit_fact in
(* step 1 *)
let g =
(* step 2 *)
backward_rewrite fact (pass_with_exit pass exit_fact) graph in
a, g

The rewriting step is straightforward. Function rewrite blocks goes through
all the blocks, accumulating the rewritten graph. Rewriting a last node strips
the entry node off the new graph, replacing the last node. Rewriting middle
and first nodes is done similarly, except that each new graph is spliced onto
an accumulating tail. Here is an excerpt from the code:
and backward_rewrite fact pass graph =
let rec rewrite_blocks rewritten fresh =
match fresh with
| [] -> rewritten
| b :: bs ->
let rec rewrite_next_block () =
let h, l = G.goto_end (G.unzip b) in
match pass.last_in l with
| Dataflow a -> propagate h a (G.Last l) rewritten
| Rewrite g ->
let a, g = solve_and_rewrite fact pass g fact.init_info in
let t, g = G.remove_entry g in
let rewritten = Unique.Map.union g rewritten in
propagate h a t rewritten
and propagate : G.head -> ’a -> G.tail -> G.graph -> G.graph =
... similar code for middle and first nodes ...
rewrite_next_block () in
rewrite_blocks Unique.Map.empty (List.rev (G.postorder_dfs graph))
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Because new graphs proposed via Rewrite are not retained, such graphs may
be solved multiple times as dataflow iterates. As shown in Section 5, however,
this does not seem to be much of a problem in practice—perhaps because
most rewrites are small. A typical rewrite replaces one machine instruction
with another or deletes an instruction by rewriting it to the empty graph.
4.6 The full implementation
For clarity, the code above has been simplified in two ways:
•

The full implementation threads an integer “transaction limit,” which is
used to cap the number of rewrites permitted. The transaction limit, which
is global to the entire compilation, is used to isolate bugs (Whalley 1994):
by doing binary search on the limit, our test scripts can quickly find the
exact transformation that turns good code into bad code.

•

The full implementation also threads a Boolean that tells the compiler driver
whether this particular pass did any rewriting. Rewriting in one pass may
cause the driver to run another pass; for example, if our peephole optimizer
successfully rewrites instructions, we run another pass of dead-assignment
elimination.

The code we omitted does only bookkeeping; all the real work is shown above.
The complete implementation of the dataflow engine is about 425 lines
of ML, broken down as follows:
40
80
75
90
90
50

5

lines
lines
lines
lines
lines
lines

Type definitions and module abbreviations
Functions for composing analyses and transformations
Utility functions, including run and update
Backward dataflow functions generalizing those shown above
Similar forward dataflow functions not shown in this paper
Debugging support

Performance

Compared with an imperative data structure, an applicative data structure
requires more frequent allocation and more copying, so it might be slower;
but the objects allocated are smaller and shorter-lived, so it might be faster.
To learn the actual effect on performance, we measured compile times and
memory allocation on three sets of benchmarks: code generated from C by
the lcc compiler (Fraser and Hanson 1995), code generated from ML by MLton (Cejtin et al. 2004), and code generated from Java bytecodes by Whirlwind. Table 1 summarizes the results. The applicative flow graph actually
performs a bit better than its imperative counterpart; Table 1 shows the improvement across each benchmark suite, as well as the range of improvements
for individual benchmarks.
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Front end
(# benchmarks)

Allocation
ratios
(applicative /
imperative)

Source

C--

Total

Range

Total

Range

93–543

0.87

0.81–0.89

1.03

1.00–1.05

2,738–142,966

0.71

0.46–0.87

0.91

0.86–1.02

0.90

0.82–0.92

0.98

0.96–1.01

lcc

(14)

17–137

MLton

(32)

12–6,668

(3)

n/a

Whirlwind

Compile-time
ratios
(applicative /
imperative)

Range of
Line Counts

11,662–39,025

Table 1
Performance improvements of the zipper control-flow graph

The measurements in Table 1 reflect costs with optimization turned off.
With optimization turned on, it is hard to make an apples-to-apples comparison: the old optimizer uses a dataflow framework that does not compose
analyses and transformations; some of the older optimizations are more conservative than the newer ones; and some of the older optimizations run once
instead of being iterated to a fixed point. Still, when we compensate for these
differences as best we can, the results are similar: the applicative flow graph
performs about 10% better than its imperative counterpart.

6

Discussion

6.1 Differences in programming
Aside from overall simplification, the main benefit of the new flow graph is
that client code can tell statically when a node may have multiple inedges or
multiple outedges. This knowledge has been most helpful in our register allocators, which maintain information about the register or stack slot in which
each source-language variable is placed. In the old flow graph, information
was associated with each node using a finite map; we put the information in
each node because we didn’t know the number of edges statically. In the new
flow graph, we know at compile time where the fork and join points are, and
it is easy and natural to store the variable information in the property lists
associated with each basic block. This change leads to other simplifications
which ultimately reduce the compiler’s memory requirements. It is certainly
possible to do things efficiently using the old flow graph; once we understood
what was going on, we back-ported the improvements to the old register allocator, in order to make fairer comparisons in Section 5. What’s interesting
is that the new flow graph led us to write code that was not just simpler but
also more efficient.
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6.2 Alternatives in representation
When we “zip” a block, we put it into the normal form first * tail. We
could as easily have chosen head * last, but first * tail is more convenient
for construction. The bad property of these normal forms is that they are
biased; first * tail is more efficient for algorithms that walk the flow graph
forward, but head * last is more efficient for backward algorithms. We can
easily change forms by using the goto start and goto end functions, but
each of these functions costs linear time and allocation per use. An intriguing
alternative would be to store blocks in the form head * tail. We could then
make forward bias or backward bias a dynamic property of the graph. In
particular, we could backward-bias the graph before running several different,
consecutive backward algorithms, thereby amortizing the time and allocation
required.
6.3 Experience and conclusion
When we decided to abandon our imperative control-flow graph, we feared
there would be a performance cost for frequent zipping and unzipping, but we
hoped for a simplification that would be worth any costs. We were pleasantly
surprised to learn our applicative flow graph outperforms the imperative version. And the gain in simplicity has been everything we hoped for: the flow
graph itself is much simpler, we have more confidence in the code, and the
clients are either significantly simpler or mostly unchanged. We have been
especially pleased with the compositional dataflow-solving framework, which
we had always wanted to build but had been afraid to tackle using the imperative flow graph. We expect that the applicative control-flow graph based on
Huet’s zipper will serve us for a long time to come, and we hope it will serve
others as well.
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